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A q account of the calculation of the density of states function in 
degenerate germanium crystal applying non-degonerate, time-inde­
pendent first and second order perturbation theories is presented 
here. The results suggest larger band tailing with increase in the 
impurity concentrations and the possibility of representing the 
density of states function in the extremely heavily-doped condition 
by a linear function on energy. The narrowing of energy gap of 
semiconductors with increase in the lattice temperature can be 
easily understood on the basis of this treatment.
1 . I ntroduction
The invention of tunnel diode warranted a thorough investigation of the 
properties of degenerate materials. Since then such materials have also found 
applications in semiconductor la^er diodes, thermoelectric generators, semicon­
ductor catalysts, etc. A number of theories by Baltensperger (1953), Kane 
(1963), Bonch Bruyevich (1966) etc. have appeared since then to explain numerous 
features of heavily doped semiconductors. Here, however, we will be concerned 
with the method of Parmenter (1955) originally meant for disordered alloys.
The corrections to the energy of the system as a result of the first and 
second order, non-degenerate, time-independent perturbation theory (Schiff 
1949) are
( 1)
(2)
We will be applying these equations in our derivations discussed below.
2. F irst  order D en sit y  of States Oadcudation
When a crystal becomes heavily doped with impurity atoms, its true crys­
talline nature is disturbed in the sense that the crystal potential no lon g^  remain^ 
perfectly periodic. However, impurity atoms may reasonably bo assumed to 
occupy substituational lattice sites w d  their ^potentials m ay be regarded to  
perturb the potential energy of electrons in an otherwise perfect crystal.
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First o f all we apply first order time*mdepeiident perturbation theory in 
order to  calculate the density of states function in a  degenerate material. The 
screened Coulomb potential energy due to an impurity atom m ay be written as,
F,'(r) =  - ^ e x p ( - o r )
where,
and
... (3) 
... (3a)
S First Bohr radius.
Now if there are Nt impurity atoms per N  atoms of the crystal, the system may 
be reduced to one in which there is one impurity atom per {NfNi) atoms of the 
crystal. In such a case the unperturbed normalized oleotronic| wave functions 
should be written as,
— V(N INi)a
-oxp(—iA.r), ... (4)
where Q is the volume of the unit cell of the crystal. The first order correction 
to  the energy of the electrons is then,
=  J
Substituting the values of in eq. (5), we get
A’n  =  m -k ]) .r ) H 'd V
■ -  r o i
as =  correction to the original Hamiltonian =  Va(r).
(6)
(6)
Therefore, Ext = — J ~  exp(—ar)r®dr sin d dO
i.e., =  - 4 k  T f  o xp l-ar)d r  J sin 0 dO f  #  =  -  - (7)NQ 0 0 — 0 NQu®
As a result of this first order correction in energy, the electron energy modifies to
P - v  1 P  J ^  S*** ^ N U s------ . . .  (8)
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In order to determine an expression for the density of states fxinotionj we assume, 
71 to be the tota l number of quantum states per hnit volume of electrons having 
wave vector <  fc. As the volume of a Brillouin zone representing {NjNi) quantum  
states is (27r) /^£2 the volume of the t;-spaoe representing one quantum state would 
therefore be (27r)®/(JV'/J^<)fl. Thus,
n = f ” ** J t
37T» (9)
The above expression has been multiplied by 2 to  include the effect of electron 
spin.
The density of states function Pi{E\ according to its denifiition, should then 
be written as,
dE ( 10)
dE
From eq, (8) we have-gj^  =  -^ ^ an d  from eq. (9), we have
„ im  _  _  V'2w*>«r _  inN tA, y
-------+ ' W £ T  1 (11)
on substituting the value of k from oq. (8).
I f  Ni is put equal to zero in the above expression, wo find that Pi(E) reduces 
to the expression of the unperturbed density of states function Pq{E) appropriate 
for an infinite potential well. The effect o f the first order perturbation is thus 
seen to produce a shift in the origin of the unperturbed density of states function
by an amount into the band gap o f the materiaL
3. S e c o n d  Or d e r  D e n s it y  o f  S t a t e s  Ca lc u l a t io n
The correction to  the electron energy as a result of the second order perturba­
tion is written as (eq. 2).
where
E,i=^  s
Nt^ ^ 2 ^ x g ( i{ h f - k t ) .r ) S ’dV
,(12)
H' =  correction to the Hamiltonian =  V(r) =
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Thorosore, H'tj =  /  exp(tA.r)F(r)iJF
or
whore, 
But as 
we have
F(fc) =  J exp(ifc.r)F(r)«? F
~
ft*
=  2^ ( - m 2h + k),
whore
— “  ki —hj. 
Therefore, peoond order correction to energy is
^ { N i  \2 2m* f \ n h W h h + k ^ ) - ^ , , ,
12, ) .  ( ( I ? )  f "
(13)
as the elementary volume of phase space is the volume occupied by a single 
NO.
quantum state =  (2'7r) j^
Thus,
where,
1 =  j
sin &d& ™
On evaluation
o'* 2 ki(T cos 0+cr®.'
1 in*^-^**
SkfO' ^~f-2 lhf ■
(14)
(15)
(16)
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Substituting eq. (16) in eq. (14), we got,
Ni m* f  «/ vj
tnr. J
whoro
and
... (17) 
... (18)
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Vp) — J QXp(i(T.r)V(r)dV
=  J exp (i<rr cos 0) — ^  GX-p{^ar)rHr sin & dO dtp
OB T
O 7T STT
=  i4a J r exp(—ar)dr J exp(t£r r cos 0)sin 6d,01 d .^ ... (19)
0  0 
On evaluation of the above integral, wo get,
V{<r) := i7rAg{<r^+a^)-\
Substituting eq. (20) in eq. (18), we get,
Substituting eq. (21 ) in eq. (17), we get,
Thus from the theorem of residues, we have,
(20)
(21)
o Q N  ■ (22)
Now the total energy as a result of the second order perturbation becomes (taking 
El =  correction in energy due to first order perturbation =  0),
i.e.,
~  2m* aClN fta (« + 4 *  )
Au i Jci 10,1 8nm*^A,*Nt _4fc+fc | a -  j ft. - 0 .  -  (23)
Ab this is a quadratic equation in h*, we get,
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,, im*E a* \,^ j /m *E  , a*\* , 2mn*^A,^ Ni
 ^ = ( ~ F ~ - 8 ) + V ( - ^ + - 8 ) +
To obtain an expression for the density of states function we need calculate 
dJtjdE which from eq. (24) works out to be,
dis m* , 1 f/m*E , o®\*, m*E a*\ ^
H E ~ m ^ ' ^ 2 k \ \ h ’‘ ' ^ S l ' ^  Hmaa } \ 6*
As we already know that ~  have.
dn m*E  r , , im *E  . a*\ t im *E  o* \* , 2itm*'^A^Ni\ - ^
-  dE ~  ft* ^8 H i ft“ 8 ) n*NQa j J
/m*E ffl®\
x { ( ^ - r ) w r ; * + ^ )
2 - 27rm*^As^Ni]
k^NCla J+ -
4. D iscussions
It has already been mentioned while calculating p2(-^ ) we have taken 
the correction in energy due to the first order perturbation as zero. Figure 1 
shows the dependence of as a function of energy for different impurity 
concentrations. We have taken fc =  16, Cn =  8.854 x  10"^ ® FIm and m* =  0.19 m
Fig. 1. Density of states function versus energy for different impurity 
oonoentration for germanium.
in oxir oaloulation. The entire second order density of states cnrres have, however, 
been shifted below by an amount equal to the first order energy correction to 
find oat the net oldest of perturbation. The curves very clearly illustrate that 
the density of states function tails into the band gap region with increase in the 
impurity concentration.
We note that the first order density of states curve retoms its parabolic 
dependence on energy, while in the second order case we note that the curve 
deviates from its parabolic dependence and leans towards a linear nature. The 
exact nature of the density of states function in degenerate materials is, how­
ever, extremely complex. In the extreme case of heavy doping, when the 
material tends to become amorphous, the dependence of p^ lE) on energy may, 
however, be taken as linear as an useful approximation. Such an approximation 
has been used by the authors to calculate the percentage of ionization in degene­
rate n-germanium. Such a oaloulation is required to estimate the fall in efficiency 
of thermoeleotrio generators derived on the assumption of complete ionization 
of carriers.
This perturbation theory oaloulation also explains the reason for narrowing 
of band gap of semiconductors with increase in the temperature of the crystal. 
Lattice vibrations may be regarded as perturbing the crystal potential and the 
density of states oaloulation in this case can also be carried out on similar lines 
as presented in this paper, to show that the energy gap of germauiiua crystal 
decreases with increase in temperature.
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